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1. Preface

Over the past 20 years, and following the works

of Bloch, Suslin, Friedlander, Levine, et al., the sub-

ject of algebraic cycles has grown immensely. Having

connections to K-theory, the proof of the Milnor con-

jecture (Voevodsky), the same for the Bloch-Kato con-

jecture (Voevodsky-Rost), as well as Voevodsky’s rev-

olutionary version of motivic cohomology, which em-

ploys the sought for cohomological machinery, has

shed new insights in algebraic cycles. At the same

time, an explicit description of regulators associated

to motivic cohomology in terms of polylogarithmic

currents was fully developed ([KLM], [K-L], [BKLP]).

These developments have certainly had an impact

on motives, mathematical physics, number theory, as

well as algebraic geometry itself. Apart from some

omissions, certain choices of material had to be made

to prepare the reader for [Lew6]. We hope that this

will inspire a generation of mathematicians to work

in this interesting subject. We assume the reader has

had a course in algebraic geometry, and some knowl-

edge of (co-)homology theory. Two sources that may

be useful as reference material are [Lew1] and [Lew2].

One final point. If X/k is defined over a subfield k ⊂C,
then singular cohomology H•(X) is intended to mean

H•(X(C)), where X(C) is the associated complex space.
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2. The Ingredients

2.1 Algebraic Cycles

Let k be a field and W/k a quasi-projective vari-

ety of dimension d say. Notice that it could happen

that W (k) = /0, where W (k) are the k valued points. For

simplicity reasons alone, we assume k = k ⊂ C is al-

gebraically closed. Note again that W (k) represents

the codimension d points in W/k. The free abelian

group generated by W (k), is denoted by zd(W ) = z0(W ),

where z0(W ) represents dimension. Any such point in

W (k) is the same thing as an irreducible subvariety

of codimension d. Quite generally, for 0 ≤ r ≤ d, we
put zr(W ) = zd−r(W ) to be the free abelian group gen-

erated by irreducible subvarieties of codimension r
(= dimd − r) in W . The group

z•(W ) :=
d⊕

r=0

zr(W ),

is too large for our interests, and lacks a ring struc-

ture under intersection. For instance, how does one

compute the self-intersection of a cycle? Further, let

us assume given ξ1 ∈ zi(W ), ξ2 ∈ z j(W ) such that ξ1, ξ2

meet properly, viz., i + j ≥ d. Then a definition of

intersection multiplicity does not exist, unless W is

smooth. Next, towards a solution to this problem, one

can consider the divisor map

(1) div :
⊕

cdZW=r−1

f∈k(Z)×

( f ,Z)→ zr(W ),

where div is induced by the following. If Z ∈ zr−1W )

is irreducible and f ∈ k(Z)×, then div( f ) = ( f )0 − ( f )∞

(zeros minus poles of f on Z).

Definition 2.2. The cokernel of the map in (1), de-

noted by CHr(W ), is called the r-th Chow group of W .

One should think of CHr(W ) as a homology the-

ory. We note in passing that Chow’s moving lemma,

together with the assumption that W is smooth,

implies that CH•(W ) has a ring structure. In the

1950’s, Grothendieck defined algebraic K-theory for

any given W . This was defined in terms of coher-

ent sheaves on W , and is denoted by K0(W )′. This led

to Grothendieck’s Riemann-Roch theorem, given by a

Chern character map ch: K0(W )′⊗Q ∼−→ CH•(W )⊗Q. (If
W is smooth, one could replace K0(W )′ by K0(W ), the

latter only involving locally free sheaves.) There is a

natural “γ” filtration on K0(W )′, for which

(2) K(r)
0 (W )′⊗Q := Grr

γ(W )⊗Q ∼−→ CHr(W )⊗Q.

It was Quillen who introduced the higher K groups

Km(W )′, which also involved a natural “γ” filtration.

The search for a cycle theoretic interpretation of (2)

led to the higher Chow groups, denoted by CH•(W,m),

for which we now describe. The higher Chow groups

were invented by S. Bloch [Blo1] (and independently

by S. Landsberg). LetW/k be a quasi-projective variety.
Consider the m-simplex:

∆
m = Spec

{
k[t0, . . . , tm](
1−∑

m
j=0 t j

)}, ∆
m(k)' km.

We set zr(W,m) ={
ξ ∈ zr(W ×∆

m)
∣∣∣ ξ meets all faces {ti1 = · · ·

= ti` = 0, `≥ 1} properly

}
.

Note that zr(W,0) = zr(W ). Now set ∂ j : zr(W,m) →
zr(W,m−1), the restriction to j-th face given by t j = 0,
which turns out to be well-defined due to the fact that

the faces in W ×∆m are local complete intersections.

The boundary map

∂ :=
m

∑
j=0

(−1) j
∂ j : zr(W,m)→ zr(W,m−1), satisfies ∂

2 = 0.

Definition 2.3. CHr(W,m) = homology of {zr(W,•),∂},
at •= m.

Based on norm and graph arguments, one can

show that CHr(W ) = CHr(W,0). Further, analogous to

(2), one has K(r)
m (W )′⊗Q' CHr(W,m)⊗Q.

Alternate take: Cubical version. Let �m := (P1\{1})m

with coordinates zi and 2m codimension one faces ob-

tained by setting zi = 0,∞, and boundary maps

∂ = ∑(−1)i−1(∂ 0
i −∂

∞
i ),

where ∂ 0
i , ∂ ∞

i denote the restriction maps to the faces

zi = 0, zi = ∞ respectively. The rest of the definition

is completely analogous except that one has to di-

vide out by “degenerate” cycles. It is known that both

complexes are quasi-isomorphic in the derived cat-

egory sense (Bloch/Levine). For smooth W , one has

a multiplicative structure CHr1(W,m1)⊗CHr2(W,m2)
∪−→

CHr1+r2(W,m1 +m2).

The central goal of interest is:

Problem 2.4. Describe the “complexity” of CHr(W,m).

In this paper, we will restrict ourselves to the

more modest goal where X := W is smooth and pro-

jective over k = k ⊆ C, and consider CHr(X ,m;Q) :=
CHr(X ,m)⊗Q. We will always assume dimX = d. To ap-

proach this, we will need the techniques of Hodge the-

ory.

2.5 A Breezy Review of Hodge Theory

Definition 2.6. Let A ⊆ R be a subring. The cases of

interest are A = Z, Q. While we are tempted to con-

sider the case A=R, which is dealt with in [Lew6], this
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would lead us well beyond the scope of these notes.

An A-Hodge structure (HS) of weight N ∈ Z is given by

the following datum:

• A finitely generatedA-moduleV , and either of the

two equivalent statements:

•1 A decomposition VC =
⊕

p+q=N V p,q, V p,q =

V q,p, where − is complex conjugation in-

duced from conjugation on the second fac-

tor C of VC :=V ⊗C.
•2 A finite descending filtration VC ⊃ ·· · ⊃ Fr ⊃

Fr+1 ⊃ ·· · ⊃ {0}, satisfying

VC = Fr
⊕

FN−r+1, ∀ r ∈ Z.

Remark 2.7. The equivalence of •1 and •2 can be seen

as follows. Given the decomposition in •1, put

FrVC =
⊕

p+q=N,p≥r

V p,q.

Conversely, given {Fr} in •2, put V p,q = F p ⋂Fq. This is

all motivated by:

Example 2.8 (Hodge). Let X/C be smooth, projective.

Then H i(X ,Z) is a Z-Hodge structure of weight i. In-
deed H i(X ,Z)⊗C =

⊕
p+q=i H p,q(X), where H p,q(X) in-

volves d-closed forms with p dz’s and q dz’s. Obviously
H p,q(X) = Hq,p(X).

Example 2.9. A(r) := (2πi)rA is an A-Hodge structure

of weight −2r and of pure Hodge type (−r,−r), called
the Tate twist.

Example 2.10. Let X/C be smooth, projective. Then

H i(X ,Q(r)) := H i(X ,Q)⊗Q(r) is a Q-Hodge structure of
weight i−2r.

To extend these ideas to singular varieties, one

requires the following terminology.

Definition 2.11. An A-mixed Hodge structure

(A-MHS) is given by the following datum:

• A finitely generated A-module VA,

• A finite descending “Hodge” filtration on VC :=
VA⊗C,

VC ⊃ ·· · ⊃ Fr ⊃ Fr+1 ⊃ ·· · ⊃ {0},

• A finite increasing “weight” filtration on VA⊗Q :=
VA⊗ZQ,

{0} ⊂ · · · ⊂W`−1 ⊂W` ⊂ ·· · ⊂VA⊗Q,

such that {Fr} induces a (pure) HS of weight ` on
GrW

` :=W`/W`−1.

Theorem 2.12 (Deligne [De]). Let Y be a complex va-

riety. Then H i(Y,Z) has a canonical and functorial

Z-MHS, which agrees with the aforementioned (pure)

Hodge structure in the case where Y is smooth and

projective.

Remark 2.13. (i) A morphism h : V1,A →V2,A of A-MHS

is an A-linear map satisfying:

• h
(
W`V1,A⊗Q

)
⊆ W`V2,A⊗Q, ∀ `,

• h
(
FrV1,C

)
⊆ FrV2,C, ∀ r.

Deligne ([De] (Theorem 2.3.5)) shows that the cat-

egory of A-MHS is abelian; in particular if h : V1,A →V2,A
is a morphism of A-MHS, then ker(h), coker(h) are en-
dowed with the induced filtrations. Let us further as-

sume that A⊗Q is a field. Then Deligne (op. cit.) shows

that h is strictly compatible1 with the filtrations W•
and F•, and hence the functors V 7→ GrW

` V , VC 7→ Grr
FVC

are exact.

(ii) Roughly speaking, the functoriality of the MHS

in Deligne’s theorem translates to the following yoga:

the “standard” exact sequences in singular (co)ho-

mology, together with push-forwards and pullbacks

by morphisms (wherever permissible) respect MHS.

In particular for a subvariety Y ⊂ X , the localization

cohomology sequence associated to the pair (X ,Y )
is a long exact sequence of MHS. Here is where the

Tate twist comes into play: Suppose that Y ⊂ X is

an inclusion of projective algebraic manifolds with

codimXY = r ≥ 1. One has a Gysin map H i−2r(Y,Q) →
H i(X ,Q) which involves Hodge structures of differ-

ent weights. To remedy this, one considers the in-

duced map H i−2r(Y,Q(−r))→ H i(X ,Q(0)) = H i(X ,Q) via

(twisted) Poincaré duality, which is a morphism of

pure Hodge structures (hence of MHS). A simple proof

of this fact can be found in §7 of [Lew1]. Note that the

morphism H i
Y (X ,Q)→ H i(X ,Q) is a morphism of MHS,

and that accordingly H i
Y (X ,Q) ' H i−2r(Y,Q(−r)) is an

isomorphism of MHS (with Y still smooth).

Example 2.14. Let U be a compact Riemann surface,

/0 6= Σ ⊂U a finite set of points, and put U :=U\Σ. Ac-

cording to Deligne, H1(U,Z(1)) carries a Z-MHS. The

Hodge filtration on H1(U,C) is defined in terms of

a filtered complex of holomorphic differentials on

U with logarithmic poles along Σ [De]. One can “ob-

serve” the MHS via weights as follows. Poincaré dual-

ity gives us H1
Σ
(U ,Z)'H1(Σ,Z) = 0, and the localization

sequence in cohomology below is a sequence of MHS:

0 → H1(U ,Z(1))→ H1(U,Z(1))→ H0(Σ,Z(0))◦ → 0,

where

H0(Σ,Z(0))◦ := ker
(
H2

Σ(U ,Z(1))→H2(U ,Z(1))
)
'Z(0)|Σ|−1.

Put W0 = H1(U,Z(1)), W−1 = Im
(
H1(U ,Z(1)) →

H1(U,Z(1))
)
, W−2 = 0. Then GrW

−1H1(U,Z(1)) '
H1(U ,Z(1)) has pure weight −1 and GrW

0 H1(U,Z(1)) '
Z(0)|Σ|−1 has pure weight 0.

1 Strict compatibility means that h(FrV1,C) = h(V1,C)∩ FrV2,C
and h(W`V1,A⊗Q) = h(V1,A⊗Q)∩W`V2,A⊗Q for all r and `. A nice
explanation of Deligne’s proof of this fact can be found in
[St].
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The following notation will be introduced:

Definition 2.15. Let V be an A-MHS. We put

ΓAV := homA−MHS(A(0),V ), and JA(V )=Ext1A−MHS(A(0),V ).

In the case where A=Z or A=Q, we simply put Γ= ΓA
and J = JA.

Example 2.16. Suppose that V = VZ is a Z (pure) HS

of weight 2r. Then V (r) := V ⊗Z(r) is of weight 0, and
(up to the twist) one can identify ΓV with VZ ∩FrVC =

VZ∩V r,r := ε−1
(
V r,r

)
, where ε : V →VC.

Example 2.17. Let V be a Z-MHS. There is the identi-

fication due to J. Carlson (see [Ca], [Ja2]),

J(V )' W0VC
F0W0VC+W0V

,

where in the denominator term, V := VZ is identified

with its image VZ →VC (viz., quotienting out torsion).

For example, if {E} ∈ Ext1MHS(Z(0),V ) corresponds to

the short exact sequence of MHS: 0 →V → E
α−→ Z(0)→

0, then one can find x ∈W0E and y ∈ F0W0EC such that

α(x) = α(y) = 1. Then x − y ∈ VC descends to a class

in W0VC
/
{F0W0VC+W0V}, which defines the map from

Ext1MHS(Z(0),V ) to W0VC
/
{F0W0VC+W0V}.

Remark 2.18 (Some useful facts about Poincaré, Serre

duality, and twists). Let X/C be a smooth projective

variety of dimension d. With regard to Betti cohomol-

ogy, the following pairings are perfect:

(i) H i(X ,C)×H2d−i(X ,C) ∪−→ H2d(X ,C)' C

(ii) H p,q(X)×Hd−p,d−q(X)
∪−→ Hd,d(X) = H2d(X ,C)' C

are perfect. The former and latter are Poincaré (resp.

Serre) dualities. Note that this alone (being the same

pairing) implies the compatibility of Poincaré with

Serre duality. Notice that (i) and (ii) imply that

(iii)
H i(X ,C)

FrH i(X ,C)
×Fd−r+1H2d−i(X ,C) ∪−→ C,

is a perfect pairing. Hence

(iv)
H i(X ,C)

FrH i(X ,C)
'
{

Fd−r+1H2d−i(X ,C)
}∨

.

Likewise from (i) we deduce:

(v) H i(X ,C)'
{

H2d−i(X ,C)
}∨ ' H2d−i(X ,C),

where the latter isomorphism is due to the de Rham

isomorphism theorem. A generalization of (v) is the

following. Let W/C be smooth and quasi projective of

dimension d, with subvariety Y ⊂ W , and ` ∈ Z. Then
there is an isomorphism of A−MHS:

(vi) H i
Y (W,A(`))' H2d−i(Y,A(d − `))

:= H2d−i(Y,A)⊗A(`−d).

Finally, combining (iv), (v) and (vi), we arrive at

H i(X ,C)
FrH i(X ,C)+H i(X ,A(`))

'
{

Fd−r+1H2d−i(X ,C)
}∨

H2d−i(X ,A(d − `))
,

where H i(X ,A(`)) is identified with its image in

H i(X ,C); accordingly H2d−i(X ,A(d − `)) is identified

with its image in
{

Fd−r+1H2d−i(X ,C)
}∨

(called periods).

2.19 Regulators

To put it succinctly, a regulator is a generaliza-

tion of the logarithm. Dirichlet used the logarithm

to define a map from the multiplicative group of a

ring of algebraic integers to a real vector space. Then

Dirichlet proved the celebrated analytic class number

formula which relates all the important number the-

oretic invariants of the number field to the covolume

of the Dirichlet regulator. Since the 1960’s Dirichlet’s

fundamental discovery has been found potentially to

occur elsewhere in number theory, in algebraic geom-

etry, in class field theory, in algebraic K-theory, in the

theory of algebraic cycles and motives, and in Hodge

theory. Regulators come in many different forms, ac-

cording to the context.

For instance, the Borel regulator is the higher-

dimensional analogue of the Dirichlet regulator, con-

sidered as a map on algebraic K-theory in dimen-

sion one. On the other hand, in Riemann surface the-

ory, the regulators might involve Abelian integrals

and Jacobians, extending the ideas of the 19th cen-

tury analytic number theorists and geometers. Gen-

erally speaking, in its current incarnation, a regu-

lator is a map (called a realization), from the al-

gebraic K-theory of an algebraic variety to a “more

computable” (co-)homology theory. Examples of reg-

ulators include Betti realizations, étale realizations,

Hodge realizations, and so forth. Our main interests

in this paper are the Hodge and Betti realizations.

Due to the higher Chow cycle interpretation of the

K-groups, we can think of regulators as realizations

on the higher Chow groups.

Example 2.20. For a smooth projective X over k ⊆ C,
there is the Betti cycle class map (where ξ ∈ CHr(X ,0)
and d = dimX), clr,0 : CHr(X ,0) → ΓH2r(X ,Z(r)), ξ 7→
(2πi)r−d{ξ} ∈ H2d−2r(X ,Z(d − r)),

ΓH2d−2r(X ,Z(d − r))
∼ PD−−−→ ΓH2r(X ,Z(r)),

(2πi)r−d{ξ} 7→ (2πi)r[ξ ],

where PD stands for Poincaré duality, {ξ} is the

fundamental class induced by a desingularization

of the irreducible components of ξ . Observe that

H2r(X ,Z(r)) = H2r(X ,Z) ⊗ Z(r) has weight zero, like-

wise for H2d−2r(X ,Z(d − r)) := H2d−2r(X ,Z)⊗Z(r − d). It
is important to re-iterate that the PD isomorphism
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H2d−2r(X ,Z(d − r)) ' H2r(X ,Z(r)) is an isomorphism of

Hodge structures. Another point is that if we put O×
X

to be the sheaf of nowhere vanishing regular func-

tions on X , then there is a natural commutative dia-

gram

H1(X ,O×
X )

∼−→ CH1(X ,0)

d log

y ycl1,0

ΓH2(X ,Z(1)) = ΓH2(X ,Z(1))

which reinforces the need for twists.

Remark 2.21. Given the setting of Example 2.20, but

with Z replaced by Q, we arrive at the celebrated

Hodge conjecture:

Conjecture 2.22. clr,0 : CHr(X ,0;Q) → ΓH2r(X ,Q(r)) is

surjective.

Note that ΓH2r(X ,Q(r)) = F0H2r(X ,C)∩H2r(X ,Q(r)).
Untwisting byQ(−r) allows us to identify F0H2r(X ,C)∩
H2r(X ,Q(r)) with FrH2r(X ,C)∩H2r(X ,Q), ξ ∈ CHr(X) 7→
[ξ ] ∈ FrH2r(X ,C) ∩ H2r(X ,Q). Let ξ ∈ CHr(X/C;Q). No-

tice that X/C = XL ×C, where L/k is finitely gener-

ated. By enlarging L if necessary, we can assume that

ξ ∈CHr(XL;Q). It is clear that L = k(S) for some smooth

variety S/k. We can spread XL to X = S×k X , and like-

wise ξ̃ ∈CHr(X;Q). Since S(k) 6= /0, it follows from Betti

rigidity (Künneth formula) that we can assume that ξ

is defined over k. Thus the Hodge conjecture2 in it’s

classical form can be restated:

clr,0 : CHr(X/C,0;Q)� Hr,r(X ;Q) := FrH2r(X ;Q).

Example 2.23. We now put CHr
hom(X ,0) = kerclr,0. For

notational simplicity, we will assume X = X/C. Fur-
ther, it is clear that

J
(
H2r−1(X ,Z(r))

)
=

H2r−1(X ,C)
F0H2r−1(X ,C)+H2r−1(X ,Z(r))

,

which in untwisted form on the complex part, is really

given by

H2r−1(X ,C)
FrH2r−1(X ,C)+H2r−1(X ,Z(r))

.

This is precisely the Griffiths Jacobian. The afore-

mentioned compatibility of Poincaré and Serre dual-

ity yields

J(H2r−1(X ,Z(r)))' Fd−r+1H2d−2r+1(X ,C)∨

H2d−2r+1(X ,Z(d − r))

The Abel-Jacobi map Φr,0 : CHr
hom(X ,0) →

J(H2r−1(X ,Z(r))) is defined as follows (Griffiths’s

2 It is false over Z. See [Lew1].

prescription, modulo twist). Let ξ ∈ CHr
hom(X ,0). Then

ξ = ∂ζ bounds a 2d − 2r+ 1 real dimensional chain ζ

in X . Let {w} ∈ Fd−r+1H2d−2r+1(X ,C). Define:

Φr,0(ξ )({w}) = 1
(2πi)d−r

∫
ζ

w (modulo periods).

That Φr,0 is well-defined follows from the fact that

F`H i(X ,C) depends only on the “complex structure”

of X .

Alternate take for Φr,0: Let ξ ∈ CHr
hom(X ,0). First

observe (and ignoring twists) that H2r−1
|ξ | (X ,Z) '

H2d−2r+1(|ξ |,Z) = 0 as dimR |ξ |= 2d−2r. Secondly, there
is a fundamental class map ξ 7→ {ξ} ∈ H2d−2r(|ξ |,Z(d −
r))' H2r

|ξ |(X ,Z(r)) (Poincaré duality). Further, since ξ is

nulhomologous on X , we have by duality

[ξ ] ∈ H2r
|ξ |(X ,Z(r))◦ := ker

(
H2r
|ξ |(X ,Z(r))→ H2r(X ,Z(r))

)
.

Hence ξ determines a morphism of MHS, Z(0) →
H2r
|ξ |(X ,Z(r))◦. From the short exact sequence of MHS

0 → H2r−1(X ,Z(r))→ H2r−1(X\|ξ |,Z(r))
→ H2r

|ξ |(X ,Z(r))◦ → 0,

we can pullback via this morphism to obtain another

short exact sequence of MHS,

0 → H2r−1(X ,Z(r))→ E → Z(0)→ 0.

Then Φr,0(ξ ) := {E} ∈ J
(
H2r−1(X ,Z(r))

)
. This class {E}

is easy to calculate in J
(
H2r−1(X ,Z(r))

)
, in terms of a

membrane integral. Note that via duality,

E ⊂ H2r−1(X\|ξ |,Z(r))' H2d−2r+1(X , |ξ |,Z(d − r)),

and that if ζ is a real 2d−2r+1 chain such that ∂ζ = ξ

on X , then {ζ} ∈ H2d−2r+1(X , |ξ |,Z). One can show that

the class x ∈W0E corresponding to the current

1
(2πi)d−r

∫
ζ

(−),

maps to 1 ∈ Z(0). Now choose y ∈ F0W0EC also map-

ping to 1 ∈ Z(0). By Hodge type alone, the current cor-
responding to x− y in the Poincaré dual description

of J
(
H2r−1(X ,Z(r))

)
is the same as for x = 1

(2πi)d−r

∫
ζ
(−),

which is precisely the aforementioned Griffiths pre-

scription.

Remark 2.24. The constructions in Examples 2.20

and 2.23 can be combined in the following commu-

tative diagram (with X = X/C):

0 → CHr
hom(X ,0) → CHr(X ,0) →CHr(X ,0)/CHr

hom(X ,0)→ 0

Φr,0

y yΨr,0

yclr,0

0 → J
(
H2r−1(X ,Z(r))

)
→H2r

D (X ,Z(r))→ ΓH2r(X ,Z(r))→ 0
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where H2r
D (X ,Z(r)) is called Deligne cohomology, for

which there is a cycle class map Ψr,0. Good references

for Deligne cohomology3 can be found in [EV] and

[Ja1]. The key point is this: When r = 1, Ψ1,0 is an iso-

morphism, a fortiori CH1
hom(X ,0) ' J(H1(X ,Z(1)), and

cl1,0 : CH1(X ,0) � ΓH2(X ,Z(1)), the latter also known

as the Lefschetz (1,1) theorem. Note that all torsion

classes in ΓH2r(X ,Z(r)) are algebraic for r = 1, but that
is not the case in general for r > 1 (Atiyah-Hirzebruch).
Thus on the other hand, if d > r > 1 then clr,0 need not

be surjective, unless one tensors with Q (Hodge con-

jecture), and the image of Φr,0 can be at most count-

able (Griffiths). Further, for r > 1, the kernel of Φr,0 can

be “enormous” (Mumford; See [Lew1] (Ch. 15)).

Remark 2.25. Bloch [Blo2] has defined a cycle class

map from a smooth variety over a field to any “good”

cohomology theory; in particular, clr,m : CHr(X ,m) →
H2r−m
D (X ,Z(r)); moreover analogously there is a short

exact sequence

0 → J
(
H2r−m−1(X ,Z(r))

)
→ H2r−m

D (X ,Z(r))
→ ΓH2r−m(X ,Z(r))→ 0,

as X is smooth and projective. It is easy to check that

ΓH2r−m(X ,Z(r)) = H2r−m
tor (X ,Z(r)), f or m ≥ 1,

where Htor(−) stands for the torsion subgroup of

H(−). That makes Betti cohomology unsuitable for

detecting higher K-theory classes, modulo torsion.

Note however, if X is replaced by any smooth quasi-

projective W , then ΓH2r−m(W,Z(r)) can be highly non-

trivial.

Let ∆m(R+) ⊂ ∆m be the real simplex in Rm+1

and of course the analogous real m-cube [−∞,0]m ⊂
�m. Further, let {ξ} ∈ CHr(X ,m) be given. Then as-

suming a choice of representative ξ of {ξ} in gen-

eral position, the Betti cycle class map takes {ξ}
to (2πi)r[PrX ,∗(ξ ∩ X × ∆m(R+))], or equivalently to

(2πi)r[PrX ,∗(ξ ∩ X × [−∞,0]m])]. Now let CHr
hom(X ,m) =

ker
(
CHr(X ,m)→ΓH2r−m(X ,Z(r))

)
.Via Deligne cohomol-

ogy, this determines the generalized Abel-Jacobi map

Φr,m : CHr
hom(X ,m)→ J

(
H2r−m−1(X ,Z(r))

)
.

3 In the case where X/C is smooth and projective, and in
its simplest form, Deligne cohomology H i

D(X ,A( j)), i, j ≥ 0, is
given by the ith hypercohomology of the complex A( j)D :=
{A( j)→OX → Ω1

X → ··· → Ω
j−1
X }. The ith hypercohomology is

computed by constructing a Leray open cover of X with re-
spect to the associated sheaves in the complex A( j)D , and
forming an associated Cech double complex ofA( j)D . Taking
the ith cohomology of the associated simple complex yields
H i
D(X ,A( j)). In the case X/C is smooth and quasi-projective,

the same definition of H i
D(X ,A( j)) applies and the result-

ing H i
D(X ,A( j)) is called analytic Deligne cohomology. One

needs a little more machinery to construct Deligne-Beilinson
cohomology, which yields an “algebraic” analog of the ana-
lytic H i

D(X ,A( j)). In this text, H i
D(X ,A( j)) will always mean

Deligne-Beilinson cohomology, even if we call it Deligne co-
homology.

Observe the isomorphism, where (3) is Poincaré dual-

ity:

J
(
H2r−m−1(X ,Z(r))

)
=

H2r−m−1(X ,C)
FrH2r−m−1(X ,C)+H2r−m−1(X ,Z(r))

' Fd−r+1H2d−2r+m+1(X ,C)∨

H2d−2r+m+1(X ,Z(d − r))
.(3)

Following [KLM], we will describe Φr,m in terms of

(3). Consider the cubical description of CHr(X ,m),

and where log has the principal branch. Let {ξ} ∈
CHr

hom(X ,m), and ω ∈ Fd−r+1H2d−2r+m+1(X ,C) be given.

Further, let π1 : |ξ | → X , π2 : |ξ | → �m be the obvious

projections. One has γ := {π
−1
2 [−∞,0]m} ∩ ξ = ∂ζ , and

the Abel-Jacobi map is given by

Φr,m(ξ ) =
1

(2πi)d−r+m

(4)

×
[∫

π∗
2

(
(logz1)d logz2 ∧·· ·∧d logzm

)
∧π∗

1 (ω)

ξ\{ξ∩π
−1
2 ([−∞,0]×�m−1)}

− (2πi)
∫

π∗
2

(
(logz2)d logz3 ∧·· ·∧d logzm

)
∧π∗

1 (ω)

{ξ∩π
−1
2 ([−∞,0]×�m−1)}\{ξ∩π∗

2 ([−∞,0]2×�m−2)}

+ · · ·

+(−2πi)m−1
∫

π∗
2 (logzm)∧π∗

1 (ω)

{ξ∩π
−1
2 ([−∞,0]m−1×�1)}\{ξ∩π

−1
2 ([−∞,0]m)}

+

{
(−2πi)m

∫
ζ

π
∗
1 (ω)

}]
,

where the latter term is a membrane integral. There

is also a simplicial version of this map, which we omit

[BKLP]. In passing we should say that the Abel-Jacobi

map can be defined for arbitrary varieties overC [K-L].

Example 2.26 ([KLM]). By a norm argument, a class

ξ ∈CHr
hom(X ,1) can be expressed in the form ∑α( fα ,Zα)

where Zα is irreducible, codimX Zα = r−1, fα ∈ k(Zα)
×,

and ∑α div( fα) = 0. (For a simple example, consider

a rational elliptic curve E ⊂ P2 with say one node

P ∈ E, and consider the canonical desingularization

π : P1 → E with preimage π−1(P) = {Q,R}. Choose f ∈
k(P1)× such that div( f ) = Q − R. Since k(P1) = k(E), it
follows that div( f ) = 0 on E, a fortiori on P2. Hence

( f ,E) ∈ CH2(P2,1).) Put γα = f−1
α [−∞,0], and γ = ∑α γα .

Then ∂γ = 0 and since ξ ∈ CHr
hom(X ,1), we have γ = ∂ζ

on X . Let ω ∈ Fd−r+1H2d−2r+2(X ,C). The resulting cur-

rent takes the form

Φr,1(ξ ) =
1

(2πi)d−r+1

×∑
α

[∫
Zα

log( fα)∧ (ω)−2πi
∫

ζ

(ω)

]/
periods.
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The same formula appears in [Lev], albeit a sign

change in front of the membrane integral due to a

different branch of the log function.

Example 2.27 ([KLM]). Let a, b ∈ C×\{1}, and put:

V (a) =

{(
1− a

t
,1− t, t

) ∣∣∣∣ t ∈ P1
}⋂

�3,

W (b) =

{(
1− b

t
, t,1− t

) ∣∣∣∣ t ∈ P1
}⋂

�3,

and note that

∂V (a) = (1−a,a), ∂W (b) = (b,1−b).

Therefore

ξa :=V (a)−W (1−a) ∈ CH2(Pt,3).

The value Φ2,3(ξa) ∈ C/Z(2) is easy to compute:

(5) Φ2,3(ξa) = Li2(a)+Li2(1−a)+ loga log(1−a),

where Li2 is the dilogarithm. The RHS of (5) is inde-

pendent of a by differentiation in a. (More generally

due to Beilinson rigidity.4)

Φ2,3(ξa) = lim
a→0

Φ2,3(ξa) =
∞

∑
n=1

1
n2 = ζ (2) =

π2

6
∈ C/Z(2),

which is a torsion class. Note that if we insist on

a ∈ Q, then it is well-known that ξa is a generator of

CH2(Spec(Q),3)' Z/24Z.

3. Bloch-Beilinson Filtration

For simplicity of presentation, we will work with

CHr(X ;Q) := CHr(X ,0;Q), viz., m = 0, and with X =

X/C smooth and projective. A similar story holds

for CHr(X ,m;Q), due to the work of M. Saito [A]. The

purpose of Q-coefficients is that this will involve a

conjectural motivic decomposition of the diagonal

class into Künneth projectors, which can only be ex-

pected to hold over Q. We first set F0CHr(X ;Q) =

CHr(X ;Q). One has the cycle class map F0CHr(X ;Q)→
ΓH2r(X ,Q(r)), where we recall

ΓH2r(X ,Q(r)) := homMHS(Q(0),

H2r(X ,Q(r)) = Ext0MHS(Q(0),H2r(X ,Q(r))).

Put F1CHr(X ;Q) = CHr
hom(X ;Q) to be the kernel. Corre-

spondingly, we have the Abel-Jacobi map

F1CHr(X ;Q)→ J
(
H2r−1(X ,Q(r))

)
:= Ext1MHS(Q(0),H2r−1(X ,Q(r))).

4 Notice that the equation in (5) is a functional equation.
Vincent Maillot raised the fascinating possibility that there
could be a connection between Beilinson rigidity and func-
tional equations.

Let us denote the kernel of this map by F2CHr(X ;Q).

Proceeding in this direction, one may consider a map

F2CHr(X ;Q)→ Ext2MHS(Q(0),H2r−2(X ,Q(r))). But there is
a caveat in order here. As first observed by Beilin-

son [Be1], for any two MHS V1, V2, ExtνMHS(V1,V2) = 0 for
ν ≥ 2, and so this filtration has no way of truncating in

the situation when F2CHr(X ;Q) 6= 0 (see Remark 2.24).

The fact that ExtνMHS(V1,V2) = 0 for ν ≥ 2 is due in part

to J. Carlson’s formula [Ca] for Ext1MHS(V1,−) as a right

exact functor, together with this information: If the

category of MHS were to have enough injectives, then

this is formal homological algebra. In general, the

precise idea works with a Yoneda-Ext argument. This

leads to the notion of a Bloch-Beilinson (BB) filtration

(originating from Bloch [Blo3], but later fortified by

Beilinson), and in its paraphrased form, is that there

is a descending filtration,

CHr(X ;Q) = F0 ⊃ F1 ⊃ F2 ⊃ ·· · ⊃ Fr ⊃ {0},

where

Grν
FCH

r(X ;Q)' ExtνMM
(
Spec(C),h2r−ν(X)(r)

)
,

and where MM is the conjectural category of mixed

motives over C, and h2r−ν(X)(r) is motivic cohomol-

ogy. The lack of an explicit description of MM/C has

not deterred others from presenting possible candi-

date BB filtrations. It is the personal prejudice of the

author to consider the construction in [Lew3], based

on the idea of Q-spreads. A similar story holds for

[A], [GG]. To explain this, consider a smooth projec-

tive variety X/C. One can think of X = XK ×C, where
K/Q is finitely generated. Clearly K = Q(S) for some

variety S/Q. Let η ∈ S/Q be the generic point, and

observe that K ⊂ C corresponds to an embedding

Q(η) ↪→ C over Q. Correspondingly, there is a spread

ρ : X→ S which we can assume is given by a smooth,

proper morphism of smooth quasi-projective vari-

eties, with the property that X/C = Xη ×Q(η) C. Like-
wise, if ξ ∈ CHr(X/C;Q), then by possibly modifying

S/Q, there is a cycle ξ̃ ∈ CHr(X/Q;Q) for which ξ̃η = ξ

in CHr(X/C;Q). The following illustrates this process.

Example 3.1.

Y/C= Spec

{
C[x,y]

(πy2 +(
√

π +4)x3 + ex)

}
,

S/Q= Spec

{
Q[u,v,w]
(u− v2)

}
,

Set:

YS = Spec

{
Q[x,y,u,v,w](

uy2 +(v+4)x3 +wx,u− v2)

}
.

The inclusion

Q[u,v,w]
(u− v2)

⊂ Q[x,y,u,v,w](
uy2 +(v+4)x3 +wx,u− v2)

,
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defines a morphism YS → S, as varieties over Q. Let
η ∈ S, be the generic point. Then

Q(η) = Quot

(
Q[u,v,w]
(u− v2)

)
.

Note that the embedding

Q(η) ↪→ C, (u,v,w) 7→ (π,
√

π,e), ⇒ YS,η ×C= Y/C.

At this point, we need a few ingredients; firstly

the Bloch-Beilinson conjecture:

Conjecture 3.2 (BBC). If W/k is smooth and projective

over a number field k, then the Abel-Jacobi map Φr :
CHr(W/k;Q)→ J

(
H2r−1(W,Q(r))

)
, is injective.

One can argue that if the classical Hodge conjec-

ture (HC) holds, then W in Conjecture 3.2 can be al-

lowed to be a smooth quasi-projective variety. There

are counterexamples to this conjecture if the tran-

scendence degree of k over Q is > 0. Secondly, for
any smooth quasi-projective W/C, there is a vari-

ant of Deligne cohomology that incorporates weights,

called Beilinson’s absolute Hodge cohomology (see

[Be1], [Ja1]). In particular, it applies to the term

J
(
H2r−1(W,Q(r))

)
, which is not the same as in Deligne

cohomology unlessW is smooth and projective. There

is a short exact sequence

0→ J
(
H2r−1(W,Q(r))

)
→H2r

H(W,Q(r))→ΓH2r(W,Q(r))→ 0.

Thus one can say that the BBC + HC is tatamount to

saying

CHr(X/Q;Q)→ H2r
H(X,Q(r)), is injective. We now state

Theorem 3.3 ([Lew3]). Let X/C be smooth projective

of dimension d. Then for all r, there is a filtration,

CHr(X ;Q) = F0 ⊃ F1 ⊃ ·· · ⊃ Fν ⊃ Fν+1 ⊃ ·· · ⊃ Fr ⊃ Fr+1

= Fr+2 = · · · ,

which satisfies the following:

(i) F1 = CHr
hom(X ;Q).

(ii) F2 ⊆ kerΦr : CHr
hom(X ;Q)→ J

(
H2r−1(X ,Q(r))

)
.

(iii) Fν1CHr1(X ;Q)•Fν2CHr2(X ;Q)⊂ Fν1+ν2CHr1+r2(X ;Q),

where • is the intersection product.

(iv) Fν is preserved under the action of correspon-

dences between smooth projective varieties over

C.
(v) Let Grν

F := Fν/Fν+1 and assume that the Kün-

neth components of the diagonal class [∆X ] =

⊕p+q=2d [∆X (p,q)] ∈ H2d(X ×X ,Q(d))) are algebraic.

Then

∆X (2d −2r+ `,2r− `)∗
∣∣
Grν

FCH
r(X ;Q)

= δ`,ν · Identity.

[If we assume the conjecture that homological and

numerical equivalence coincide, then (v) says that

Grν
F factors through the Grothendieck motive.]

(vi) Let Dr(X) :=
⋂

ν Fν . If the BBC + HC holds, then

Dr(X) = 0.

The idea of proof goes as follows. Recall the

Q-spread ρ : X → S, where ρ is smooth and proper.

Let η be the generic point of S, and put K := Q(η).

Write XK := Xη . From [Lew3] we introduced a de-

creasing filtration FνCHr(X;Q), with the property that

Grν
FCH

r(X;Q) ↪→ Eν ,2r−ν
∞ (ρ), where Eν ,2r−ν

∞ (ρ) is the ν-th

graded piece of the Leray filtration on the lowest

weight part H2r
H(X,Q(r)) of Beilinson’s absolute Hodge

cohomology H2r
H(X,Q(r)) associated to ρ . That lowest

weight part H2r
H(X,Q(r)) ⊂ H2r

H(X,Q(r)) is given by the

image H2r
H(X,Q(r))→ H2r

H(X,Q(r)), where X is a smooth

compactification of X. There is a cycle class map

CHr(X;Q) := CHr(X/Q;Q)→ H2r
H(X,Q(r)), which is con-

jecturally injective under the Bloch-Beilinson conjec-

ture assumption, using the fact that there is a short

exact sequence:

0→ J
(
H2r−1(X,Q(r))

)
→H2r

H(X,Q(r))→ΓH2r(X,Q(r))→ 0.

(Injectivity would imply Dr(X) = 0.) Regardless of

whether or not injectivity holds, the filtration

FνCHr(X;Q) is given by the pullback of the Leray fil-

tration on H2r
H(X,Q(r)) to CHr(X;Q). It is proven in

[Lew3] that the term Eν ,2r−ν
∞ (ρ) fits in a short exact

sequence:

0 → Eν ,2r−ν
∞ (ρ)→ Eν ,2r−ν

∞ (ρ)→ Eν ,2r−ν

∞
(ρ)→ 0,

where Eν ,2r−ν

∞
(ρ) = ΓHν(S,R2r−ν

ρ∗Q(r)),

Eν ,2r−ν
∞ (ρ) =

J(W−1Hν−1(S,R2r−ν ρ∗Q(r)))

Γ(Gr0
W Hν−1(S,R2r−ν ρ∗Q(r)))

(6)

⊂ J
(
Hν−1(S,R2r−ν

ρ∗Q(r))
)
.

The latter inclusion in (6) is a result of the short exact

sequence:

0 →W−1Hν−1(S,R2r−ν
ρ∗Q(r))→W0Hν−1(S,R2r−ν

ρ∗Q(r))

→ Gr0
W Hν−1(S,R2r−ν

ρ∗Q(r))→ 0.

One then has (by definition)

FνCHr(XK ;Q) = lim
→

U⊂S/Q

FνCHr(XU ;Q), XU := ρ
−1(U)

FνCHr(X/C;Q) = lim
→

K⊂C
FνCHr(XK ;Q)

Further, since direct limits preserve exactness,

Grν
FCH

r(XK ;Q) = lim
→

U⊂S/Q

Grν
FCH

r(XU ;Q),

Grν
FCH

r(XC;Q) = lim
→

K⊂C
Grν

FCH
r(XK ;Q)
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3.4 Arithmetic Normal Functions

We continue with the setting of a smooth and

proper map ρ : X → S over Q, and after possibly

shrinking S, that S is affine, with K = k(S). LetV ⊂S(C)
be a smooth, irreducible, closed subvariety of dimen-

sion ν − 1 (note that S affine ⇒ V affine). One has a

commutative square

XV ↪→ X(C)

ρV ↓ ↓ ρ

V ↪→ S(C),

and a commutative diagram

ξ ∈ Grν
FCH

r(X;Q) 7→ Grν
FCH

r(XK ;Q)

↓

0 → Eν ,2r−ν
∞ (ρ) → Eν ,2r−ν

∞ (ρ) → Eν ,2r−ν

∞
(ρ) → 0

↓ ↓ ↓

0 → Eν ,2r−ν
∞ (ρV ) → Eν ,2r−ν

∞ (ρV ) → Eν ,2r−ν

∞
(ρV ) → 0

||

0

where Eν ,2r−ν

∞
(ρV ) = 0 follows from the weak Lefschetz

theorem for locally constant systems over affine va-

rieties (see for example [Ar], and the references cited

there). Thus for any ξ ∈ Grν
FCH

r(X;Q), we have a “nor-

mal function” ηξ with the property that for any such

smooth irreducible closedV ⊂ S(C) of dimension ν−1,
we have a value ηξ (V ) ∈ Eν ,2r−ν

∞ (ρV ). Here we think of

V as a point on a suitable open subset of the Chow

variety of dimension ν −1 subvarieties of S(C) and ηξ

defined on that subset. For example if ν = 1, then we

recover the classical notion of normal functions.

Definition 3.5. ηξ is called an arithmetic normal func-

tion.

Example 3.6. If S is affine of dimension ν −1. Then in

this caseV = S, and ξ ∈Grν
FCH

r(X;Q) induces a “single

point” normal function

ηξ (V ) = ηξ (S) ∈ J
(
Hν−1(S,R2r−ν

ρ∗Q(r))
)
.

Now let ξ ∈ FνCHr(X;Q) be given, and let

[ξ ] ∈ Eν ,2r−ν

∞
(ρ) be its image via the composite

FνCHr(X;Q)→ Eν ,2r−ν
∞ (ρ)→ Eν ,2r−ν

∞
(ρ).

Theorem 3.7 (see [K-L]). The class [ξ ] depends only on

ηξ , and is called the topological invariant of ηξ .

Question 3.8.

(i) Can one characterize the BB filtration in terms of

arithmetic normal functions?

(ii) What about the zero (or torsion) locus of such

normal functions. I.e., are they defined over Q?

Remark 3.9. Special cases of Question 3.8(i) are

worked out in [K-L]. Further, if both X and S are de-

fined over Q, with X= S×X , and ρ = Pr1, then the an-

swer is yes, as shown in [Lew5]. The use of arithmetic

normal functions has played a role in [Lew7].

4. The Beilinson-Hodge Conjectures

In this section, we allow X/C to be smooth

quasi-projective, and consider the integral and ra-

tionally defined Betti cycle class maps that factor

through Deligne (or equivalently via Beilinson’s abso-

lute Hodge cohomology), viz.,

clr,m : CHr(X ,m)→ ΓH2r−m(X ,Z(r)),(7)

clr,m,Q : CHr(X ,m;Q)→ ΓH2r−m(X ,Q(r))(8)

It was Jannsen [Ja1] (Cor. 9.11)) who first ob-

served that the anticipated surjectivity of the map in

(8) fails for some X/C (in the case m = 1). For moti-

vational purposes, we recall the following situation

discussed in [dJ-L]: Fix m ≥ 0. Consider these 3 state-

ments:

(S1) clr,m,Q : CHr(X ,m;Q)→ ΓH2r−m(X ,Q(r)) is surjective
for all smooth projective X/C and all r.

(S2) clr,m,Q : CHr(X ,m;Q)→ ΓH2r−m(X ,Q(r)) is surjective
for all smooth quasi-projective X/C and all r.

(S3) cllimr,m,Q : CHr(Spec(C(X)),m;Q) → ΓH2r−m(C(X),Q(r))
is surjective for all varieties X/C and all r. (Hence
for dimension reasons, ΓH2r−m(C(X),Q(r)) = 0 for

r > m).

Proposition 4.1. For m = 0, (S1) ⇔ (S2) ⇔ (S3); more-

over this is equivalent to saying that ΓH2r(C(X),Q(r)) =
0, for all X and all r > 0.

Proof. This is really the import of Deligne’s mixed

Hodge theory [De] and localization sequences. Let

us show for example that statement (S1) is equiv-

alent to ΓH2r(C(X),Q(r)) = 0, for all X and all r >

0. Note that if ξ ∈ CHr(X ;Q) is given, with r >

0, then ξ vanishes on X\|ξ | 6= /0. Thus it is clear

that (S1) ⇒ ΓH2r(C(X),Q(r)) = 0. Conversely, let ξ ∈
ΓH2r(X ,Q(r)), where X/C is smooth and projec-

tive. Then ΓH2r(C(X),Q(r)) = 0 implies that ξ 7→
0 ∈ H2r(X\Y,Q(r)) for some closed codimension one

Y ⊂ X . Thus we have ξ ∈ Image
(
H2r

Y (X ,Q(r)) →
H2r(X ,Q(r))

)
. Since H2r(X ,Q(r)) is a pure Hodge struc-

ture, it follows from a weight argument [De] that

ξ ∈ Image
(
ΓH2r−2(Ỹ ,Q(r − 1)) → H2r(X ,Q(r))

)
, where

Ỹ → Y is a desingularization of Y . If r − 1 = 0,
then ξ is algebraic. Otherwise r − 1 > 0, so we now

use ΓH2(r−1)(C(Ỹ ),Q(r − 1)) = 0 and repeat the argu-

ment.
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In the case m > 0, it turns out that (S1), (S2) and

(S3) are independent statements. For instance, by a

weight argument ΓH2r−m(X ,Q(r)) = 0 for X smooth

projective, hence (S1) trivially holds. It turns out that

(S2) fails, but (S3) is probably true. In fact, we believe

in a stronger statement than (S3):

Conjecture 4.2 ([dJ-L-P]). Let ρ : X → S be a smooth,

proper map of varieties over C. Then cllimr,m,Q :
CHr(Xη ,m;Q)→ ΓH2r−m(Xη ,Q(r)) is surjective.

Note that if S = X in Conjecture 4.2, then we re-

cover (S3). On the hand, if S = Spec(C) and m = 0, we
recover the HC.

4.3 A Key Observation

For this subsection, let k = k ⊆C be a subfield, X/k
smooth projective, and Y ⊂ X/k a proper subvariety.

Let

H2r
Y (X ,Q(r))◦ = ker

(
H2r

Y (X ,Q(r))→ H2r(X ,Q(r))
)
.

From the short exact sequence:

0→ H2r−1(X ,Q(r))

H2r−1
Y (X ,Q(r))

→H2r−1(X\Y,Q(r))→H2r
Y (X ,Q(r))◦ → 0,

we arrive at:

CHr(X\Y,1;Q)
∂−→ CHr

Y (X ;Q)◦
β−→ CHr

hom(X ;Q)

clr,1,Q

y λ

y yΦr

ΓH2r−1(X\Y,Q(r)) ↪→ ΓH2r
Y (X ,Q(r))◦ → J

(
H2r−1(X ,Q(r))
H2r−1

Y (X ,Q(r))

)
Here Φr is the (reduced) Abel-Jacobi map. Observe

that the HC implies that λ is onto. Indeed, via Poincaré

duality, the surjectivity of λ is implied by a homolog-

ical version of the HC for singular varieties, which is

in fact equivalent to the HC (cohomological version)

for smooth projective varieties (see [Ja2]). In general,

λ onto together with the snake lemma implies that

kerΦr

∣∣
Im(β )

β (kerλ )
' cok(clr,1,Q).

Further, the HC implies:

(9) cok(clr,1,Q)'
β (kerλ )+kerΦr

∣∣
Im(β )

β (kerλ )
,

where again we recall Φr : CHr
hom(X ;Q) →

J
(
H2r−1(X ,Q(r))

)
is the Abel-Jacobi map. To see

this, let us first assume for notational simplicity that

Y has pure codimension ` ≥ 1 in X . Let Ỹ → Y be a

desingularization. Again by a weight argument [De],

the images:

Gy : H2r−1−2`(Ỹ ,Q(r− `))→ H2r−1(X ,Q(r)),

H2r−1
Y (X ,Q(r))→ H2r−1(X ,Q(r)),

coincide. By semi-simplicity considerations, we can

write

H2r−1(X ,Q(r)) = Im Gy⊕{Im Gy}⊥,

H2r−1−2`(Ỹ ,Q(r− `)) = {kerGy}⊥⊕kerGy.

By the HC, the composite H2r−1(X ,Q(r))
Pr1−−→

Im Gy
{Gy|{kerGy}⊥}−1'
−−−−−−−−−−−→ {kerGy}⊥

' {kerGy}⊥⊕{0} ↪→ H2r−1−2`(Ỹ ,Q(r− `)),

is induced by some w ∈ CHd−`(X × Ỹ ;Q), for which

Gy ◦ [w]∗ = Pr1. Now let ξ ∈ Im(β ) ⊂ CHr
hom(X) be given

such that Φr(ξ ) = 0. Then by semi-simplicity con-

siderations, Φr(ξ ) ∈ J
(
Im(Gy)

)
⊂ J

(
H2r−1(X ,Q(r))

)
. But

w∗(ξ ) ∈ CHr−`
hom(Ỹ ;Q), which maps to some ξ0 ∈ ker(λ )⊂

CHr
Y (X ;Q)◦ for which Φr(ξ − β (ξ0)) = 0. The isomor-

phism in (9) then follows.

Remark 4.4. We consider two extreme scenarios (the

latter due to Jannsen [Ja1]):

• k ⊆Q. Then BBC + HC ⇒ cok(clr,1,Q) = 0.
• k = C and cdXY = r ⇒ λ is an isomorphism and

H2r−1
Y (X ,Q(r)) = 0. Hence cok(clr,1,Q) = kerΦr

∣∣
Im(β )

,

which need not be zero (Mumford).

Next, assuming k = C and taking the limit over

all codimension one subvarieties Y ⊂ X , and assum-

ing the HC, we arrive at

(10) cok(cllimr,1,Q)'
N1CHr(X ;Q)+kerΦr

N1CHr(X ;Q)
,

where N pCHr(X) are those cycles that are homolo-

gous to zero on subvarieties of codimension p in X .
Jannsen, et al. [Ja3]) raised the important question as

to whether the RHS in (10) is always zero, and in the

case r = 2, this would imply that kerΦ2 ⊂ CH2
alg(X ;Q),

where CHr
alg(X)⊂CHr(X) is the subgroup of cycles that

are algebraically equivalent to zero (= the “continu-

ous” part of CH2(X)). Thus there is a reasonable ex-

pectation that the RHS in (10) is always zero. Fur-

ther, and for a connection between the vanishing of

cok(cllimr,1,Q) for all X and the field of definition of the

zero locus of a cycle induced normal function, the

reader can consult [Lew4].
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4.5 Formulation of the Conjectures

For any r, m and smooth quasi-projective X/C,
the approach to studying clr,m,Q : CHr(X ,m;Q) →
ΓH2r−m(X ,Q(r)), involves a weight filtered spectral se-

quence associated to the simplicial complex Y [•] →
Y ⊂ X , where X is a good compactification of X with

NCD Y .

Theorem 4.6 (Vague form, see [dJ-L] (Thm 4.9)). The

obstruction to the surjectivity of clr,m,Q is “explained” in

terms of kernels of (higher) Abel-Jacobi maps.

Remark 4.7. One can show that the BBC + HC implies

that (S2) holds for all X/Q [MSa2]; (also see [K-L] as

well as [dJ-L] for different proofs). Remark 4.4 gives

one instance of this (viz., the case m = 1). Further, Re-
mark 4.4 also gives a counterexample to (S2) in the

case m = 1.

Quite generally, we have the following picture for

any smooth quasi-projective variety X/C and corre-

sponding cycle class map

clr,m,Q : CHr(X ,m;Q)→ ΓH2r−m(X ,Q(r)).

r
↑ (III) ↗

d •−−−−↗
| (I) ↗
| ↗ (II)

| ↗
−−−−−−−−−−−→ m

Region (I): r ≤ d, m > 0 and r > m.
Region (II): r < m.
Region (III): r > m and r > d.

The map clr,m,Q is trivially surjective in regions (II) and

(III), since in those cases ΓH2r−m(X ,Q(r)) = 0. In general

surjectivity fails in region (I). Note that the r-axis cor-
responds to the classical Hodge conjecture.

Theorem 4.8 ([dJ-L] (Thm 5.1)). Assume given (r,m,d)
in region I above. Then there exists a smooth quasi-

projective variety X/C of dimension d such that clr,m,Q
fails to be surjective.

In summary, and outside of the situation involv-

ing varieties over number fields, we see that the fol-

lowing situation emerges:

Conjecture 4.9.

(i) clm,m,Q is surjective for all m.
(ii) cllimr,m,Q is surjective for all r and m.

Remark 4.10.

(1) The statement in (i) is generally referred to as the

Beilinson-Hodge conjecture (see [A-K], [A-S], [Sa]).

It seems more natural to also refer to it as the

Beilinson-Milnor-Hodge conjecture.

(2) The present form of (ii) is indicative that there

are numerator conditions in the definition of

CHr(X ,m) for m > 0, that can either be removed

after passing to the generic point, or the Hodge

theory of the target becomes trivial.

5. Intermezzo: Milnor K-Theory and
the Bloch-Kato Theorem

An excellent reference for this part is [B-T]. Let F
be a field with multiplicative group F× ⊂ F. Consider
the graded tensor algebra

T (F) :=
∞⊕

m=0

{F×}⊗Zm = Z⊕F×⊕·· · ,

and let R(F) be the graded 2-sided ideal generated by{
τ ⊗ (1− τ)

∣∣ τ ∈ F×\{1}
}
.

Recall that the Milnor K-theory of F is given by

KM
• (F) := T (F)/R(F) =

∞⊕
m=0

KM
m (F).

Further, it is well-known that KM
m (F)'CHm(Spec(F),m),

(Nesterenko/Suslin (1990), Totaro (1992)). We refer

the reader to the discussion and terminology in sub-

section 6.5 below, where the Kummer short exact se-

quence and Hilbert 90 are discussed. For M prime to

char(F), there is a map

F×

[F×]M
→ H1

et(F,µM),

called the norm residue map. It naturally extends to

KM
m (F)/M → Hm

et (F,µ⊗m
M )

We state the following.

Theorem 5.1 (Bloch-Kato theorem). For a prime M 6=
char(F), the norm-residue map

KM
m (F)/M → Hm

et (F,µ⊗m
M ),

is an isomorphism.

Remark 5.2.

(i) The proof of the Bloch-Kato theorem is due to V.

Voevodsky and M. Rost (see [We]).

(ii) The case m= 1 is due to the aforementioned Kum-

mer short exact sequence and Hilbert 90, as will

be seen in §6 below.

(iii) The case M = 2 is the former Milnor conjecture,

proven by V. Voevodsky.

(iv) The case m = 2 is the Merkurjev-Suslin theorem.
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6. Integral Formulations and the
Milnor Regulator

Let X be a smooth quasi-projective variety. This

section concerns the integrally defined map cllimm,m =

d log:

cllimm,m : CHm(Spec(C(X)),m)→ Γ
(
Hm(C(X),Z(m))

)
,

{ f1, ..., fm} 7→
m∧
1

d log f j,

the formula being induced by d log : KM
m (C(X)) →

Ωm
C(X)/C =: Ωm

Spec(C(X))/C is a rather obvious consequence

of the commutative diagram:

⊗m
j=1CH

1(Spec(C(X)),1)
∪
� CHm(Spec(C(X)),m)

⊗m
j=1 d log f j

y y∧m
j=1 d log f j

⊗m
j=1 ΓH1(C(X),Z(1)) ∪−→ ΓHm(C(X),Z(m))

It turns out that Hm(C(X),Z(m)) is torsion-free (see

Theorem 6.15 below). Thus

ΓHm(C(X),Z(m)) = Hm(C(X),Z(m))∩FmHm(C(X),C),

makes sense.

Conjecture 6.1. cllimm,m is surjective.

Indeed the surjectivity of cllimm,m will be shown to

be equivalent to the corresponding surjectivity state-

ment for cllimm,m,Q (Corollary 6.17).

6.2 Key Example I

For X/C smooth quasi-projective, we first con-

sider the case r = m = 1:

cl1,1 : CH1(X ,1)→ H1(X ,Z(1)).

We recall ([Blo1], [EV]) that

CH1(X ,1) =O×
X (X)' H1

D(X ,Z(1)),

where the latter is Deligne-Beilinson cohomology.

This leads to a commutative diagram of short exact

sequences:

H0(X ,C/Z(1)) ↪→ H1
D(X ,Z(1))� ΓH1(X ,Z(1))∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣o ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣o ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣o

C× ↪→ CH1(X ,1)
cl1,1
� ΓH1(X ,Z(1))

Corollary 6.3.

(i) cl1,1, d log are surjective.

(ii) ker(d log), ker(cl1,1) are divisible.

Thus for any integer M 6= 0,

CH1(Spec(C(X)),1)

M ·CH1(Spec(C(X)),1)
' ΓH1(C(X),Z(1))

M ·ΓH1(C(X),Z(1))
.

Next, there is an exact sequence:

0 → H1(X ,Z(1))
ΓH1(X ,Z(1))

→ H1(X ,C)
F1H1(X ,C)

→ CH1(X).

Further,

H1(X ,C)
F1H1(X ,C)

' H1(X ,OX ),

using the fact that F1H1(X ,C) absorbs the pole singu-
larities along X\X . Letting X shrink, and using the fact

that CH1(Spec(C(X)) = 0, we arrive at

H1(C(X),Z(1))
Γ
(
H1(C(X),Z(1))

) ' H1(X ,OX ),

which is (uniquely) divisible. The upshot is that

CH1(C(X),1)

M ·CH1(C(X),1)
' H1(C(X),Z(1))

M ·H1(C(X),Z(1))

' H1
(
C(X),

Z(1))
M ·Z(1)

)
,

where the latter uses H2(C(X),Z) torsion-free, which
can be deduced from the Merkurjev-Suslin theorem

(or more generally the Bloch-Kato theorem, see The-

orem 6.15 below), or the Lefschetz (1,1) theorem (see

[dJ-L]). Indeed, the following result will suffice:

Lemma 6.4. Let V/C be smooth, projective and let

Y ⊂ V be a pure codimension one subset such that

the image H2
Y (V,Z) → H2(V,Z) is precisely the Neron-

Severi group NS(V ) = H2
alg(V,Z) of V . Let U =V\Y . Then

H2(U,Z) is torsion-free.

Proof. By the Lefschetz (1,1) theorem, H2(V,Z)/NS(V )

is torsion-free; moreover there is an exact sequence

0 → H2(V,Z)
NS(V )

→ H2(U,Z)→ H3
Y (V,Z).

It suffices to show that H3
Y (V,Z) is torsion-free. Let d =

dimV . Then by Poincaré duality (and ignoring twists),

H3
Y (V,Z) ' H2d−3(Y,Z). Let UY = Y\Ysing. For dimension

reasons alone, one has an injection H2d−3(Y,Z) ↪→
H2d−3(UY ,Z)' H1(UY ,Z). The latter term is well known

to be torsion-free.

6.5 Alternate Take via a Morphism of Sites

To see this in another context, let us work in

the étale topology on a smooth quasi-projective va-

riety V/C, and recall the sheaves Gm, µM on V , where
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for U → V étale, Gm(U) = Γ(U,O×
U ), µM(U) = {ξ ∈

Γ(U,OU ) | ξ M = 1}, and the corresponding Kummer

short exact sequence:

0 → µM →Gm
x 7→xM

−−−→Gm → 0.

This gives us

(11) 0 →
Γ(V,O×

V )

M
→ H1

et(V,µM)→ Pic(V ).

Likewise in the analytic topology, we have the expo-

nential short exact sequence,

0 → Z(1)→OV,an →O×
V,an → 0,

which yields the (de Rham interpreted) connecting

homomorphism:

(12) d log : Γ(V,O×
V,an)→ H1(V,Z(1))→ H1(V,OV,an).

Both sequences (11) and (12) have this is common:

1) V = Spec(C(X))⇒ Pic(V ) = 0 (Hilbert 90). Hence

H1
et(C(X),µM)' C(X)×/[C(X)×]M,

where [C(X)×]M = {xM | x ∈ C(X)×}.
2) V Stein (e.g. affine) ⇒ H1(V,OV,an) = 0.

We have this commutative diagram:

Γ(V,O×
V )

M → H1
et(V,µM) → Pic(V )y yo

Γ(V,O×
V,an)

M → H1(V,Z(1)/MZ(1))x x
Γ(V,O×

V,an) → H1(V,Z(1)) → H1(V,OV,an),

where the isomorphism H1
et(V,µM)→ H1(V,Z(1)/MZ(1))

is induced by the morphism of sites (étale to analytic,

see [Mi]). At the generic point, viz., V = Spec(C(X)), we

arrive at:

H1
et(C(X),µM) ' H1(C(X),Z(1)/MZ(1))

|o |o

C(X)×/[C(X)×]M ' CH1(Spec(C(X),1)/M

6.6 Key Example II

The following is essentially Lemma 3.1 in [Ja1],

adapted to our situation through the lens of algebraic

cycles. The details can be found in [Lew6]. First of

all, for X/C smooth, projective, CH1(X ,1) = C×, and

we put CHr
dec(X ,1) := Image

(
CH1(X ,1)⊗ CHr−1(X ,0)

∪−→
CHr(X ,1)

)
.

Proposition 6.7. Let X/C be a smooth, projective vari-

ety, and Y ⊂ X a proper closed algebraic subset. Then

the cycle class map

CH2
Y (X ,1)→ H3

D,Y (X ,Z(2)),

is an isomorphism.

Using Proposition 6.7, we deduce:

Proposition 6.8 ([dJ-L] (Cor. 6.5)).

ΓH2(C(X),Z(2))
d logCH2(Spec(C(X)),2)

' ker

[
CH2

hom(X ,1)

CH2
dec(X ,1)

Φ2,1−−→ J

(
H2(X ,Z(2))
H2

alg(X ,Z(2))

)]
.

Remark 6.9. The Merkurjev-Suslin theorem implies

that the former (hence latter) term is uniquely divis-

ible (see Theorem 6.15). Thus Φ2,1 is injective on tor-

sion.

Proof. Let U := X\Y be given such that H2(U,Z(2)) is
torsion-free. There is a diagram, where roughly speak-

ing CH2
Y,dec(X ,1) involves decomposable classes sup-

ported on Y .

0
↓

CH2
Y,dec(X ,1)

↓
CH2(U,2) → CH2

Y (X ,1)◦ → CH2
hom(X ,1)y y yΦ2,1

ΓH2(U,Z(2)) ↪→ ΓH3
Y (X ,Z(2))◦ → J

(
H2(X ,Z(2))
H2

Y (X ,Z(2))

)
Now apply the snake lemma and shrink U .

In light of Remark 6.9, we mention the following:

Theorem 6.10 (Bruno Kahn [KaB]).{
CH2(X ,1)

CH2
dec(X ,1)

}
tor

' H2
tr(X ,Q/Z(2)),

where

H2
tr(X ,Z) = cok

(
H2

alg(X ,Z)→ H2(X ,Z)
)
.

One then anticipates via the Abel-Jacobi map Φ21

that {
CH2

hom(X ,1)

CH2
dec(X ,1)

}
tor

' J
(
H2

tr(X ,Q/Z(2))
)

tor.

Another application of the Merkurjev-Suslin the-

orem (see paragraph 6.13 below) gives:
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Theorem 6.11 (Asakura. See [dJ-L] (Thm 11.1)). Let U
be a smooth complex variety. Then the cokernel of

cl2,2 : CH2(U,2)→ H2(U,Z(2))

is torsion-free.

As an immediate consequence, we have:

Corollary 6.12 ([dJ-L] (Cor. 11.2)). The following state-

ments are equivalent:

• cl2,2 : CH2(U,2)→ ΓH2(U,Z(2)) is surjective.
• cl2,2,Q : CH2(U,2;Q)→ ΓH2(U,Q(2)) is surjective.

6.13 Consequences of the Bloch-Kato Theorem

In our situation, the Bloch-Kato theorem trans-

lates to saying,

Theorem 6.14. The map

CHm(Spec(C(X)),m)

M ·CHm(Spec(C(X)),m)
→ Hm

(
C(X),

Z(m))

M ·Z(m)

)
,

is an isomorphism, for any integer M 6= 0.

We have the following:

Theorem 6.15 ([dJ-L] (Thm 7.7)).

(i) ∀i, H i
tor(C(X),Z) = 0. In particular, the torsion sub-

group of H i(X ,Z), where X is a smooth projective

completion of X , is supported in codimension one,

generalizing the case i= 2 from the Lefschetz (1,1)
theorem.

(ii) ker(cllimm,m) is divisible.

(iii) The groups:

Hm(C(X),Z(m))

ΓHm(C(X),Z(m))
,

ΓHm(C(X),Z(m))

Image(cllimm,m)
,

are uniquely divisible.

Remark 6.16. Although part (i) of Theorem 6.15 is

known among some experts, the knowledge of this

fact doesn’t seem to be universally known.

Proof. First observe that the map in Theorem 6.14 is

given by the composite

CHm(Spec(C(X)),m)
M → Hm

(
C(X), Z(m)

M

)
↘ ↗

Hm(C(X),Z(m))
M

Notice that the short exact sequence:

0 → Z ×M−−→ Z→ Z/MZ→ 0,

induces the short exact sequence:

0 → Hm(C(X),Z(m))

M
→ Hm

(
C(X),

Z(m)

M

)

→ Hm+1
M−tor(C(X),Z(m))→ 0.

By Theorem 6.14, it follows that Hm+1
M−tor(C(X),Z(m)) = 0,

thus proving part (i). Next observe that

ΓHm(C(X),m) = FmHm(C(X),C)∩Hm(C(X),Z(m)),

and hence

ΓHm(C(X),m)∩M ·Hm(C(X),Z(m)) = M ·ΓHm(C(X),Z(m)).

By Theorem 6.14, we have the commutative diagram

of isomorphisms:

CHm(Spec(C(X)),m)
M·CHm(Spec(C(X)),m)

' Hm
(
C(X), Z(m)

M·Z(m)

)
|o

Image(cllimm,m)

M·Image(cllimm,m)
o
x

|o
ΓHm(C(X),Z(m))

M·ΓHm(C(X),Z(m)) ' Hm(C(X),Z(m))
M·Hm(C(X),Z(m)) ,

for which parts (ii) and (iii) easily follow.

Corollary 6.17 ([dJ-L] (Cor. 7.8)).

ΓHm(C(X),Z(m))

Image(cllimm,m)
=

ΓHm(C(X),Q(m))

Image(cllimm,m,Q)
.

In particular

d log : CHm(Spec(C(X)),m)→ ΓHm(C(X),Z(m)),

is surjective iff d log⊗Q :

CHm(Spec(C(X)),m;Q)→ ΓHm(C(X),Q(m)),

is surjective.
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